




MESSAGE FROM HEAD LIBRARIAN
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

The Library ushered in the NIE 2012/13 academic year amidst the dust and noise of upgrading works. We thank you for your forbearance and understanding during this 

period of our transformation into the “Library as Space”. We look forward to offering you a variety of Library spaces spread over 3 floors to meet your specific needs.

The top floor (Level 4) will become the Knowledge Space where you will find the Lending and Periodicals collections, with quiet reading areas to indulge in your academic 

pursuits. The ever popular café area on Level 3, which will become the Collaboration Space, will be expanded to encourage more knowledge sharing amongst students 

and faculty. Nooks and crannies will be created for you to browse our unique Singapore Education Resources (SEDU) collection. Learning pods will be scattered over this 

floor to provide technology-equipped spaces for discussions and group work.

The entrance at Level 2, which will be converted into the Service Space, has had a partial makeover in Jan 2012 when we implemented automated book returns using 

RFID technology and a new Information Desk consolidating our Reference, Media and Loan services. This term, we are expanding the Reserves area to bring together all 

Red-Spot, Reference and Media collections into one Reserves Collection, thus providing a one-stop service for all ‘reserves’ resources. All front-end services will be 

consolidated with one request point at the Information desk. If you need an in-depth research session with our librarians, feel free to make an appointment with them.

This issue’s theme is Techno-Innovation. It features many of our electronic resources and technology-driven initiatives such as mobile-enabled databases and the new 

Oxford Reference Online database. You will find an article with snapshots of library events from the past 3 months. Read our cataloguing librarian’s account of the 

Acquisitions/Serials and Cataloguing units’ move to their new office at level 4 of the library and our library systems librarian’s account of his presentation at the Brunei 

conference on GenNext Libraries 2012.

~ seokkwan



LEVERAGING ON TECHNOLOGY TO DELIVER A BETTER LIBRARY EXPERIENCE: SELF-CHECK 
ENHANCEMENTS AND NEW BOOKDROP
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

You will be pleased to know that the Library is continuing to improve your user experience with enhancements to the self-check machines at level 2.

Enhancement No. 1: The due date will now be displayed during checkout till the item is removed.

Enhancement No. 2: The three self-check machines at the lobby of level 2 now offer you a greener option of having receipt acknowledgments emailed to you.

We are happy to announce that with the installation of a new bookdrop at the right of the library's entrance, we now have a total of three bookdrops.

Bookdrop 1: The existing bookdrop at the left of library's entrance gives you the option of printing a receipt!



Bookdrop 2: Do not overlook the bookdrop by the counter. This unassuming piece of library equipment allows you to conveniently return materials when you are in the 

library without having to queue up.

Bookdrop 3: The new bookdrop has been ready for use since 30 August 2012. Like the other bookdrops, this one updates your library account instantaneously to reflect 

your book returns in real-time!

This bookdrop provides for contingency against the bookdrop at the left of library's entrance going out of service during library opening hours. It will also be in operation on 

Saturday after 5p.m., the whole of Sunday and on public holidays.



~ mun



THE POCKET RESOURCE LIBRARY: APPS AND MOBILE SITES
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

You can now use your phone or other mobile devices to do research on the move!

The databases listed below either have mobile apps or web pages customised for your mobile browser:

Mobile Apps

 ebrary E-books (for iPhone/iPad and Android)

 EBSCOhost (for iPhone/iPad and Android)

 Royal Society of Chemistry (for iPhone/iPad and Android)

 Science Direct (for iPhone, iPad, and Android)

 Springer Link (for iPhone/iPad) (free-to-view content only)

Mobile Sites

Annual Reviews

Cambridge Journal Online

EBSCOhost Mobile

Emerald

MIT Press

PubMed (free-to-view content only)

Taylor & Francis Online

How do I access the full text of articles from licensed resources on my mobile device?

All abstracts are free. To access the full text from licensed resources on your mobile device, you will need to authenticate your status. Get the instructions for each app and 

mobile site from this webpage. 

~ stephanie



OXFORD REFERENCE = OXFORD REFERENCE ONLINE RELOADED!
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

We are sure users of Oxford Reference Online would be interested to know that it has been relaunched as Oxford Reference. With intuitive navigation and context linking, 

the new design redefines “reference resource” as a discovery tool to enhance your research experience!

Some highlights are as follows:

Enriched Content

In addition to over 200 titles subscribed by the NIE Library, you have access to

Oxford Essential Quotations: new online-only quotation title containing 12,000 quotations

Overview pages: 300,000 pages providing summary definitions and links to relevant entries

Timelines: 270 timelines linking to related entries.

Improved Features and Functionality

Browse featured books and entries from your chosen subject in the Subject Carousel

View Results from all contents to expand your research horizons or subscribed contents for full access

Click Cite (represented by a pencil icon) to display a citation in APA, Chicago or MLA format

Set up My Work account to save your favourite titles, entries & search history and manage your preferences & personalised tags.

Increased Discoverability

Explore related contents from monographs, reference works and journal articles via the Oxford Index Underbar

Click Find in Library button to look up unsubscribed content that may be available in other libraries

Sign up for "Did you know?" RSS feed to receive interesting facts and quotations daily.

For more information, browse the quick start, take the online tour or view the online video. Give Oxford Reference a go and let us know your feedback!

~ lian ping



ROUND-UP OF LIBRARY EVENTS
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

The past few months have been breathlessly busy. So much has happened since our last blog! Let’s nip in to our Tardis for a quick trip back in time to recap recent Library 

events.

 What:  Filming of TV documentary “Memento Singapore”

 When:  4 July

 Where:  NIE Library

 Who:  LIBRIS in collaboration with PIAR and MOE Heritage Centre

 Why:
 To record an episode that reminisces about being a student in Singapore and showcases our collection 

from the then Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore (CDIS)

 Whither: The episode aired on MediaCorp's okto Channel on 22 August

What: Library Awareness Mini-Fair

When: 14 & 15 August

Where: NIE Library

Who: Organised by LIBRIS for the new cohort

Why: To increase awareness and use of Library resources and services among NIE students

Whither:This was followed up with a week-long series of informative library instruction classes on the use of electronic resources, WebOPAC, EndNote and library widgets

What: Book Display at “Y Remember?” Exhibition

When: 14 – 16 August

Where: Student Hub/UID

Who: LIBRIS in collaboration with HSSE

Why: To encourage Generation Yers to remember Singapore’s history in conjunction with National Day celebrations

Whither: An online bibliography was compiled in collaboration with A/P Rahil Ismail (HSSE)



What: Book launch of “Education in Singapore: Taking stock, looking forward” edited by A/P Jason Tan (PLS) and co-authored by various NIE academic staff

When: 16 August

Where: LearningHub Lounge in the Library

Who: LIBRIS in collaboration with A/P Tan

Why: To launch the book and to provide the opportunity for well-wishers to show their support

Whither: Copies of the book are available at the Library

What: Children's Fiction Book Fair

When: 5 September

Where: Between Blocks 2 & 3

Who: Jointly organised by ELL and LIBRIS

Why: For staff to recommend books for the Library and for students to purchase children's literature books

Whither: Through the book selection process, students put theory into practice and honed their skills in evaluating reading materials for children



What: Graduate Student Day 2012

When: 13 October

Where: LTs 1, 2 & 12 and various tutorial rooms

Who: Organised by GPL

Why:
A forum for graduate students to showcase their research work through posters, papers and oral presentations.  The Library supported the event with a workshop 

on useful library applications and a book display in the Library.

Whither:Useful resources on research, writing and publishing were compiled in an online bibliography in collaboration with GPL

~ hilary



LIBRIS21: UPWARD AND ONWARD!
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

As library users would no doubt have noticed, changes aplenty are happening in LIBRIS, thanks to our LIBRIS21 strategic plan. You can almost see the transforming of 

LIBRIS from “library as place” to “library as space” unfolding right before your eyes!

In line with the plan, Acquisitions/Serials and Cataloguing units have moved from the left wing of level 2 up to the corresponding wing of level 4. The move took place in mid-

September, and we are happy to say it was smoothly accomplished. The space vacated on level 2 will be used for the expansion of the Reserves Collection. This consists 

mainly of Red Spot items (2-hr/overnight loan), audio-visual (AV) materials and other short-term loan items, for example, selected Reference materials. Another aim of this 

renovation is to provide a one-stop service point for the convenience of users by establishing a common area for both reference and circulation services.

In the meantime, up at level 4, we are now occupying part of the room that previously housed the ACIS Computer Services Hub (which itself moved to the Student Hub in 

May).  The rest of the former Services Hub has been turned into a large Quiet Reading Area.

We seek your understanding during this period of renovation and relocation. Thank you for your patience!

~ yvonne



BRUNEI CONFERENCE ON GENNEXT LIBRARIES 2012
20 Nov 2012 Comments: 

This writer, in his capacity as Library Systems Manager from NIE Library, presented a paper “Library Services on Mobile Devices: The NIE Library Experience” at the 

Conference on GenNext Libraries 2012 in University Brunei Darrussalam, Brunei which was held from 8 – 10 October 2012.

The conference was officially launched by Brunei Education Minister Yang Berhormat Pehin Dato (Dr) Hj Abu Bakar. It was attended by more than a hundred participants 

including librarians, teachers, information managers, professors and administrators.

The theme of the conference was “Emerging Technologies: New Direction for Libraries” where participants examined key areas such as:

Innovative use of Information Technology.

Opportunities provided by Open Source applications for libraries to manage operations and provide better services.

Repositioning of Libraries from information providers to interaction facilitators by offering physical and virtual social spaces for collaboration and networking.

Development of mobile technologies and its implications on users’ information-seeking behaviours.

Skill sets to help Librarians of the 21st Century stay relevant in the digital age.

How Libraries can reach out to the wider community through effective marketing via social media and the use of mobile technologies.

The writer shared the NIE Library’s experience in providing library services via LibGO!, the Library’s very own mobile application.



The delegates were well-looked after by the very hospitable hosts from the University of Brunei Darrussalam (UBD) library when they were not engaged in the serious 

business of exchanging ideas and finding new directions for libraries. The hosts had prepared an interesting programme that included cultural music performances, visits to 

key attractions in Brunei and a sumptuous dinner at the house of Chief Librarian of UBD Library Dr. Hj Awang Suhaimi.

Overall, the conference not only provided occasion for stimulating discussions on emerging issues affecting libraries but also the opportunity to network with thought leaders 

in the field. The writer's heartfelt thanks to NIE and UBD library for such an inspiring and enriching experience.  The ideas garnered from the conference will hopefully help 

to hasten the emergence of the next generation of libraries.

~ jacky
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